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C	Care and medication trolleys
	Coagulators and smoke evacuation systems
	Colposcopes



D	Dermatology



E	Examination lights
	Examination tables



L	Logistics



M	Mayo and instrument tables
	Measuring devices



O	Operating tables
	Operation equipment and accessories
	Operation lights ad videosystems



R	Room furnishing



S	Stainless steel OT furniture
	Sterilizers and disinfection
	Stools
	Stretchers



T	Transfer chairs
	Treatment chairs
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A	Aesthetic medicine



B	Blood sampling and Laboratory



D	Day hospital
	Dentistry
	Dermatology
	Dialysis
	Dietetics



E	Emergency service



F	Fysio and revalidation



G	General medicine
	General practitioners
	Gynecology and urology



L	Logistics



M	Maternity



N	Neurology



O	Oncology
	Operating theatre



P	Pain clinic
	Patient transfer
	Pediatrics
	Podiatry



R	Radiology
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Dermat Medical Supplies BV
Ambachtenlaan 38
3001 Heverlee (Leuven)

T: 016/40.05.45
E: info@dermat.be
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Social media
	Facebook Dermat Medical Supplies BV

	Instagram Dermat Medical Supplies BV
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Stay Informed
If you want to keep up to date with our news and promotions, subscribe to our newsletter now.
Register
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We use your settings mainly for different purposes. Here you can individually choose which cookies you want to activate:
Essential cookies
These cookies are essential to ensure the perfect user experience. Because of this, we cannot give you the choice to turn them off.
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Analytical cookies are used specifically to keep track of visitor statistics, for example. This gives us a good insight into how the website works. Analytical cookies rarely have any impact on privacy.
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